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RESEARCH CORPORATION 
DIVISION OF GRANTS 

405 LEXINGTON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17 

CHARLES H. SCHAUER 
VICE PRESIDENT and SECRETARY 

July 8, 1964 

Dear Mr. Reber: 

I think I'm still here but am leaving on vacation this Friday.
I have written concerning your Michigan map and map index and 
am leaving word w!th Mrs. Gormley (AK's secretary) to send these 
on to you if they come in. Sounds as though~ you were thinking
of returning to our fair land. 

Mr. Schauer is on vacation up in Canada this week but will return 
this week-end. Jeff goes into the hospital next Monday for what 
they think will be the last operation on his hand. I'll leave 
your letter of July 3 (which arrived this morning) on his desk o 

Your voting registration card is enclosed. Incidentally, that 
same envelope held your social security card (just in case you
might be ·worrying about its whereabouts). 

John Gardner's book II self-Renewal: The Individual and the 
Innovative society,~ has been mailed to you o From your reports
of dates when you receive various items, it seems to take about 
two months to get down there. 

I noticed that checks from a couple of new sources have recently
been deposited in your Harri~ Bank account. ~ I don't suppose
the bank could make a mistake but just thought I'd report it. 
The checks were from: The Union National Bank ($25.00) and 
Luce and Company ($80.00). 

I will try to append a list of items. recently received here for 
you before mailing this. By the way, the reason I kept sending 
you stockholders reports was because you once requested them. 
I'll hold them here in accordance with your more recent request. 

Sincerely, 



Items received for Grote Reber 

1.	 The Franklin Institute - Laboratory Report 

2.	 Measurements of the Galactic Polarized Radiation at 75 CM, 
by Elly M. Berkhuijsen and W. N. Brouw (from the Observatory 
at Leiden and the Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy)

J 

3.	 Publications of the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (Cal Tech): 

A compilation of Radio Source Flux Densities, by
 
Kenneth I. Kellermann
 

4.	 Observations of the Owens Valaey Radio Observatory: 

A Discussion of Galaxies Identified with Radio Sources,
 
by T.A. Matthews, W.W. Morgan and M. Schmidt
 

5.	 Linear Polarization of the Centimeter Radiation of 
Discrete Sources, by C. H. Mayer, T. P. MCCullo~h, and 
R.	 M. Sloanaker (from The Astrophysical Journal) 

6.	 Observations of Venus at 2.07 cm, 
by T. P. McCullough and J. W. Boland (from The Astropom~cal Jr.) 

7.	 Edmund Scientific Co. Catalog 

P.S. I am not sure I ever reported to you that Harris Trust 
and Savings Bank had, as you instructed them, sent a check 
to the Internal Revenue Service along with your 1963 tax return. 
But I expect that you assumed that they had taken care of this. 

I am sending j along a few items which mayor may not be of 
inter..st to you. 

J.E. 

7/9/64 


